Develop
Learning Management
Learning in a rapidly changing world
Keep employee skills relevant and compliant

Other modules
also available in

ELMO Develop

Keeping skills up-to-date in a fast-paced world is critical. Add the need
for compliance training to the mix and the management of learning
can be daunting.

Course Builder

ELMO Learning Management smooths the process by keeping track
of employee training needs, course completion rates and compliance
requirements.

Course Library

Create courses that can include policy acknowledgements,
documents, instructor-led training, and eLearning content. Users
can also assign Continuous Professional Development (CPD) plans
to employees who can track their progress. In addition, ELMO
Learning Management can curate a catalogue of courses, monitor
compliance rates and generate reports on training effectiveness.

Video Library

Flexible Courses

Course Catalogue

Comprehensive Reporting

Create courses with a range of
activities to increase learner
engagement.

Enable your employees with access
to an extensive catalogue of training
to allow for self-directed learning.

Track compliance rates with
overview reporting and drill-down
reports for more detail.

Key Benefits
ELMO Learning Management enables you to create and curate a comprehensive catalogue of courses. These
can range from simple courses through to more complex courses with multiple components including policy
acknowledgments, documents, eLearning (including SCORM content), surveys and instructor-led training.
You’ll also be able to keep track of employees who require CPD. ELMO Learning Management offers a simple
process to configure and assign CPD plans to employees who can then track their progress and capture any
additional external training they undertake.
You’ll be able to automate the allocation of training to the right employees, while automated notifications
will ensure employees and managers receive reminders to complete their training. In addition, the system
provides comprehensive reporting to monitor compliance requirements and help managers understand the
effectiveness of training.

Develop

Learning Management
Key Features
Create personalised learning plans for employees
Search and find courses in the course catalogue
Access courses from a mobile device
Track and report on compliance rates
Create and manage instructor-led training
Build eLearning modules
Deploy SCORM content
Create and track quick policy acknowledgements
Access to over 400 courses from the ELMO Course Library and/or Video Library
Comprehensive reporting for managers to track compliance training rates and overall training
effectiveness and overall trends
Powerful custom reporting empowering administrators to build detailed reports based on their
specific needs including graphical reporting and scheduled email reports

Great alone, better together!
Harness additional benefits from ELMO Learning Management by adding these complementary modules:
Onboarding

Onboard new starters and leverage online courses to get them up to
speed quickly.

Performance Management

Create detailed development plans that integrate with courses created
in ELMO Learning Management.

Rewards & Recognition

Reward employees for completing courses with trophies to recognise their
achievements.
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